1. UNCOVER DOOR AS SHOWN ABOVE
2. BREAK THE SEAL (OPEN THE LID & PLACE IT BACK – DO NOT LEAVE LID OFF TANK)
3. PLACE THE ORANGE SIGN WHERE IT CAN BE SEEN FROM THE ROAD
4. FLAG PROPERTY LINES WITH PINK FLAGS AND HOUSE CORNERS WITH ORANGE FLAGS
5. CALL 910-893-7525 OPTION #1 WHEN ABOVE STEPS ARE COMPLETED. HAVE COMPLETE APPLICATION NUMBER AND INSPECTION CODE #800 WHEN CALLING IN ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION. WRITE DOWN CONFIRMATION CODE AT END.
6. CUSTOMERS CAN VIEW INSPECTION RESULTS ONLINE AT WWW.HARNETT.ORG UNDER “SERVICES ONLINE” THEN “CLICK2GOV”

TURN AROUND TIME APPROXIMATELY 7-14 BUSINESS DAYS